
 



 

 
 

 
 

 
 



 

 9.30 - 10.10  Welcome session 
 

 

Ovidiu Nahoi, Romanian journalist, is the editor-in-chief of Radio France 
International Romania. He started his career in 1990 in the first 
independent radio station in Romania, Unifan / Uniplus, as a presenter 
and editor of the news. He pursued an intense activity in the written 
press, in publications such as Ora, Privire, Mediafax Press Agency, 
Evenimentul zilei, Adevărul. He was reporter on internal policy, then head 
of the department and deputy chief editor, columnist and commentator. 
During 2010-2012 he was a correspondent in Brussels for Adevărul 

newspaper. At the same time, he was a collaborator of the Dilema Veche magazine, titled "ME 
and EU" [Romanian: “EU şi UE”], as well as programmer at several radio and television stations, 
such as ProTV, TVR, RFI Romania, The Money Channel. He is a permanent collaborator of 
Reporter Global magazine.  

 
Gabriel Friptu, Deputy Director, Programming and System Coordination 
Department, has more than 20 years experience in the field of European 
funds. Specialist with extensive experience in central administration in 
several institutions, where he has held leading positions in the Council for 
Reform, the Romanian Government, the National Agency for Regional 
Development, the Ministry of Development and Prognosis, the Ministry of 
European Integration, the ROP Managing Authority and the Ministry of 
European Funds. 
 
 
Claudia Ionescu is the Head of the Department for Regional Promotion and 
Investment in Bucharest-Ilfov Regional Development Agency (BIRDA). With 
20 years of experience in the promotion and implementation of the 
regional development policy as head of the regional promotion department 
within the Bucharest-Ilfov Regional Development Agency, she  has over 15 
years of pedagogical practice in universities from: Germany, Slovakia, Spain, 
Poland and Romania, having as topic of debate the policy of regional 
development, sustainable development policy and project management. 
 

 
10.10 - 10.30  Special guest 

 
Ossi Savolainen, Regional Mayor, Helsinki-Uusimaa, Finlanda 
Prior to that, he served as the Mayor of City of Hyvinkää in 2006–
2007 and Social and Health Director 2002–2006, Head of Technical 
Services in 2000–2002, Head of Administration in City of Heinola. 
He has been a Chairman of the Baltic Sea States Subregional 
Cooperation network in 2013-2016. He is also the chairman of the 
Finnish Baseball Federation. Mr. Savolainen has a Master’s Degree 
in Health Care. 



 

10.30 – 12.00 Panel I: Priorities and Challenges of the Cohesion Policy post-2020  
 

The European Union faces new challenges for the post-2020 period. Thus, Cohesion Policy must 
increasingly focus on competitiveness by supporting innovation, skills and employment as key 
factors for convergence real and lasting cohesion. 
 
Also, the intention of the European Commission's new proposal for a Multiannual Financial 
Framework post-2020 is to improve the management of the EU budget in order to increase 
European added value and avoid replacing national funds with European ones, as happened after 
the economic crisis of 2008-2009. 
 

 
 
Răsvan Roceanu is senior editor at Radio Romania Bucuresti FM 
Former activity as journalist: Deputy Editor in chief at the Newsroom - Radio 
Romania News, Editor in chief - "The Investor" magazine, Special envoy of 
Radio Romania in Brussels, Paris, London and Washington DC. 
 
 
 
 
 
Milena Karadjova has a PhD in Administrative Law and Administrative 
Process with a focus on legal mechanism to overcome the conflict of interest 
in public procurements. She is Attorney at Law in the College o Barristers in 
Sofia, plus a registered Mediator with the Ministry of justice-Bulgaria with a 
vast experience in administrative and public legal framework. Since 2001, she 
is teaching classes at the New Bulgarian University from Sofia with topics 
such as: „European law”, „Public property”, „Legal Regulation of Pubclic 
Procurement”, „Development of Property Rights in Bulgaria”, „Civil Servants 
Legislation in Bulgaria”. 
 
 

Daniela-Luminița Constantin is a Professor of Economics and Regional and 
Urban Policy at the AES (Academy of Economic Scienses) Bucharest and 
Director of the Research Center for Regional Macroeconomic Forecasts from 
AES. Also, she is the President of the Romanian Association of Regional 
Sciences, member of the European Regional Science Association Lead Council 
and member of the European Organizing Committee of ERSA. She conducted 
important research internships abroad, as a Fulbright scholar at the 
University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign (1998) and at the George Mason 
University - Washington DC (2014-2015), a DAAD scholar (universities in 
Heidelberg, Freiburg and Karlsruhe - Germany between 1993 and 2011), 

Tempus (University of Reading, UK - 1994, Free University of Amsterdam, Netherlands - 1997, 
University of Toulouse, France 2000), scholar of the Romanian Academy at Wirtschafts University in 
Vienna – 2003, 2005 . 



 

 

 

 

Gabriel Pascariu graduated the University of Architecture and Urbanism 
"Ion Mincu" (Bucharest) with a PhD in human geography. The main 
teaching activities refer to courses on territorial planning, regional 
development, strategic planning, inner city areas problems and 
coordination of the territorial planning studios. Associated professor since 
1998, to several universities and coordinator of the master programme 
for "Territorial Planning and Regional Development". Professional activity 
includes participation to urban studies and researches on urban and 
territorial planning, consultancy in European projects for regional and 
local economic development, articles published in several journals, books 

and reports as well as participation to conferences, seminars, workshops, exhibitions in the fields 
of urban planning, human geography and regional development as author, co-author, organizer, 
curator or member of a jury. Also, member of various national and international planning 
associations. 
 
 
 
 

 
 
Simona Curpăn, Promotion Expert, Department for regional promotion and 
investment, Bucharest-Ilfov Regional Development Agency. She has almost 
15 years of experience in regional development promotion activities and 
public relations, helpdesk activities for potential beneficiaries of structural 
funds, in particular Regional Operational Programme. She gained experience 
in communication activities participating also in international seminars and 
study tours in Belgium, Italy,Netherland, Irland. 



 

13.30 - 15.00 Panel II: Dialogues with the actors involved in regional development 
 

The benefits of cohesion policy are not abstract or bureaucratic - they come to respond to concrete 
needs of citizens, having a direct, tangible impact on everyday life. It creates jobs, offers 
opportunities for economic and social development, provides access to better education and health 
services, helps fight social exclusion and supports marginalized communities, supports the 
development of rail and road networks, etc. Cohesion policy is, in fact, the guarantee of increasing 
the quality of life for European citizens. 
 
In this context, it is appropriate that the institutions in the Bucharest-Ilfov region, involved in 
accessing European funds, should expose their experience gained during the previous programming 
period (2007-2013) and discuss the new European funding opportunities. 
 

 
Manuela Preoteasa founded EURACTIV.ro in Romania 15 years ago, under 
the franchise of the pan-European network EURACTIV. The Brussels-based 
office covers European policies and has relevant regional coverage at 
national levels. EURACTIV Romania has a special focus on European funds, 
education, especially civic education media literacy. EURACTIV Romania, in 
partnership with EURACTIV organizations within the network or other 
relevant and credible partners, gets actively involved in organizing events 
which promote European values.  
 

 
Lili Gancheva, Bulgaria, graduated at ‘Sf. Kliment Ohridski’ University from 
Sofia, Bulgaria, Informational Science, Philosophy and Librarian studies, and 
she is a close friend of Romanian culture and language, being attested by 
the Quest Association, registered member of the Journalists and Writers 
Association from Romania, Honorific citizen of the city of Giurgiu, plus a 
Diploma for outstanding achievements from The Ministry of External Affairs. 
‘Romanian-Bulgarian relationship in the field of books and written media, 
1820-1878’ and ‘Bucharest – close and un-know’ are two books she 
wrote.She has more than ten year experience in project management for 
cultural and tourism promotion in cross border region. 

 
Nuria Fornes Sayas is a young professional with a strong background in 
international business and digital marketing. At EURADA (the European 
Association of Development Agencies) she oversees new proposals for 
projects and helps the Association with all the paperwork related to them. 
She searches for new EU funding opportunities interesting for our members. 
Since August 2018, she is working in the tender ReConfirm where EURADA 
takes part as a member of the Consortium. Also, she is writing a study about 
the different models of regional development agencies in Europe. The study 
will gather the different activities, structure and governance of the agencies. 

Finally, she also represents EURADA as policy officer in different events. 
 
 



 

 

 

Eliza Vaș, expert within the Studies and Analyses Unit, European Institute 
of Romania, Vice-President of the Young Initiative Association and 
member of YMCA Europe Youth Policy Group. She has been working for 
more than four years in the governmental administration and has a nine-
years’ experience in the nonprofit sector. Her research areas include: 
European policies, with a focus on youth policies and circular economy. 

 

Daniela Ionescu is an Economist, holding an MA (Econ.) in Development 
Administration and Management from the University of Manchester, 
England, as a Chevening Scholar. Mrs. Ionescu has over 15 years of 
experience in the field of EU funds for regional and urban development. 
Her experience covers EU funded technical assistance and investment 
projects, with focus on water and waste water services, urban transport, 
energy efficiency. After many years in the central public administration, 
Mrs Ionescu joined the EBRD in March 2014 as a Municipal infrastructure 
Specialist. 
 
 
 
 
Aura Gagu has extensive experience in the banking system, including 
relevant experience in lending activity for legal entities and projects 
implementation. She has developed, managed and coordinated the 
activity for proper implementation of different programs dedicated for this 
category of clients, with EU non-reimbursement component and also 
external financing programs together with IFI. She was also involved in the 
pre-adherence programs implemented at the level of our country, like 
PHARE, SAPARD etc. She is member of European Funds Committee from 
Romanian Banks Association and has participated in various work teams 
dedicated to improvement of institutional environment for European 
funds accession.  



 

Bucharest-Ilfov Region (short description) 
 

Bucharest - Ilfov is one of the eight regions for development in Romania, composed of 
Bucharest city and Ilfov  County.  It has a population of 2,121,794 inhabitants (July 2018) and 
an area of 1,804 km². The network of localities within Bucharest-Ilfov Region consists of 9 
cities, 32 communes and 91 villages.  

According to Eurostat 2018, the Bucharest-Ilfov region is the most developed in Romania, 
with a GDP per capita (expressed in standard purchasing power) of 139% of the European 
average, over regions including other European capitals such as Athens (92%), Madrid (125%), 
Berlin (118%) or Budapest (102%). 

The region's economy is dominated mostly by the functions of the capital, the active 
population of the region being linked to the units operating here. The Bucharest-Ilfov region 
is the largest industrial agglomeration in Romania, where all industrial branches are present. 

Trade, warehousing, logistics and distribution, administration-communal households, 
constructions have evolved rapidly, so the region is distancing as a development level from 
other regions despite its unfavourable geographic position. 

The Bucharest-Ilfov region generates 25% of the total national economy and  has the largest 
share in Romania's exports (21.8% in the first eight months of 2015).. 

In Bucharest, there are established almost all major Romanian companies, from OMV Petrom 
to Rompetrol Downstream, Orange Romania, Vodafone, British American Tobacco and 
Telekom Romania.  

Also in Bucharest are located the most important transportation hubs of rail road, air-national 
and international of the country. The region is located at the intersection of two European 
multi-modal corridors: Priority axis no. 7 (Nădlac - Constanţa), Priority axis Giurgiu - Albiţa, 
planned to be built in the period ahead, and the European Priority axis no. 18 (the proximity 
of the Danube).  Air and multi-modal accessibility is provided by the international airport 
"Henri Coandă" (Otopeni), the largest international airport in Romania. 

University Square, Kilometre Zero, Bucharest 



 

 

Bucharest-Ilfov Regional Development Agency (ADRBI) 
 

The Agency for Regional Development is a nongovernmental, non-profit legal entity with a 
status of public utility, founded in 1999, which operates under the Law 315/2004 on regional 
development in Romania.  
 
The main activity of BIRDA is providing specific services to local government and private 
sector in order to develop the Bucharest-Ilfov region.  
 
So far, ADRBI implemented several programs for socio-economic development of the region 
Bucharest - Ilfov. Among which we mention: PHARE program - Economic and Social Cohesion, 
2007-2013 Regional Operational Program. 
 
The agency is the Intermediate Body for the Regional Operational Program (REGIO) at the 

Bucharest-Ilfov region and fulfils tasks and responsibilities related to the implementation of 

the REGIO, under a proper management, respecting the principles of transparency and 

partnership, in accordance with the "Framework Agreement on Implementation of Regional 

Operational Program 2014-2020 in Romania" contracted with the Managing Authority - 

Ministry of Regional Development, Public Administration and European Funds. 



 

 
 

 

 

 

The 2014-2020 Regional Operational Program (ROP) is one of the programs for the 2014-2020 
Partnership Agreement, through which European structural and investment funds can be 
accessed. The 2014-2020 Regional Operational Program (ROP), managed by the Ministry of 
Regional Development and Public Administration as Managing Authority, was adopted by the 
European Commission (EC) on June 23, 2015. 

The strategic vision of the development needs to be met by ROP 2014-2020 is based on the 
analysis of the economic and social situation of the regions of Romania (National Strategy for 
Regional Development 2014-2020), 

The overall objective of the ROP 2014-2020 is to increase the economic competitiveness and 
improve the living conditions of local and regional communities by supporting the 
development of the business environment, infrastructure conditions and services, ensuring 
the sustainable development of the regions, capable of managing in a resource efficiency, 
capitalize on their potential for innovation and assimilation of technological progress. 

The Bucharest-Ilfov region is classified as "more developed region" in terms of GDP per capita 
(according to EC Regulation 1303/2013 art.90, paragraph 2) and therefore the allocation for 
the Bucharest-Ilfov region through the 2014-2020 REGIO Program is much lower (1927.67 
million lei) compared to the other regions of Romania and has a smaller number of financing 
directions: 

• Axis 3 - Increasing energy efficiency and reducing carbon emissions with an allocation of 
1379.9 million lei 

• Axis 5 - Preservation of Historical Monuments and Urban Regeneration with an 
allocation of 187.5 million lei 

• Axis 6 - County roads with an allocation of only 61.1 million lei 

• Axis 9 - Local development placed under the responsibility of the community with an 
allocation of 64.3 million lei 

• Axis 10 - Educational Infrastructure with an allocation of 244.6 million lei 



 

 Cultural and touristic objectives 
rehabilitated and consolidated through REGIO 

 
The Patriarchal Palace 

 
 The building, now called The Patriarchal Palace, was built by the Romanian government 
at the beginning of the twentieth century on the site of the former Hall of the Deputies' 
Assembly on the Archdiocese Hill in Bucharest. According to the register of deeds, the hall of 
the Old Assembly, together with its related land plot, used to belong to the Romanian 
Archdiocese Church, which had been headquartered in some of the surrounding buildings of 
the current cathedral on the Archdiocese Hill.    
 This building ensemble comprised of Patriarchal Cathedral, Patriarchal Palace and 
Residency is situated on the ancestral site of the Constantine and Helena Saints Monastery 

and was built after an endowment made by 
Constantine Serban Voda (1654-1658) to the 
Archdiocese Church of Romania. 
  Due to the fact that during the second half of 
the nineteenth century the Romanian Archbishop 
had a preeminent role, numerous landmark events 
used to take place at the Archdiocese Hill. One such 
event took place on January 24, 1859, when the 
Elected Assembly of Walachia, under the 
chairmanship of Bishop Nifon, voted for the 

election of Alexandru Ioan Cuza as Prince of the Romanian Principalities and, by doing so, the 
union between the old provinces of Wallachia with Moldavia and the creation of modern 
Romania. 
 The political and urban transformations that occurred in Bucharest after 1859 have 
made it possible to plan and build the Chamber of Deputies building between 1906 and 1908 
on a land parcel that had been transferred from the Church to the State in 1883. When the 
transferred occurred, the National Legislative Bodies decided to replace the old Assembly 
Building with a new one (the existing building) and replace the old church with a majestic 
cathedral. Due to an unfavourable historical context, only the first objective -the Assembly- 
managed to be built. 
 The Patriarchal Palace was built according to the blueprints of architect Dimitrie 
Maimarolu, and was the first reinforced concrete work in the country. After its initial 
consecration, it has undergone various changes over time, the most important being the 
restoration of its dome, which collapsed during the earthquake of November 10, 1940. 
 After December 1989, the Romanian Orthodox Church increased its cultural and 
missionary activities and, because of increased needs, there was insufficient available space 
for properly carrying out of these activities. Meanwhile, the Chamber of Deputies decided to 
relocate to the Romanian Parliament building. The Patriarchal Palace which was originally 
built on church land, was returned in the care of the Patriarchy by the Decision of the 
Romanian Government (No. 941 of October 8, 1996). 
 



 

  

 
 A few years later, in 2010, and due to the diligent efforts of His Beatitude Patriarch 
Daniel, the Patriarchal Palace full ownership was returned to the Romanian Patriarchate (on 
December 6, 2010, by the Romanian Government Decision no. 1229). 
 The Patriarchal Palace has been thoroughly renovated following a grant of the European 
Commission (European Regional Operational Program 2007 - 2013, Priority Axis 5 - 
Sustainable development and tourism promotion). 
 The project included funding for the foundation consolidation, facilities restoration, 
environmental protection, and artifacts conservation in order to introduce this historical 
monument as a tourist destination. 
 
Project details: 
*Implementation Period: March 2014 - December 2015  
*Total value of the renovation project: 84.9 million lei, of which the grant value was 67.2 
million (79%) and the beneficiary's contribution was 17.7 million lei (21%). 
* Contact: 25 Aleea Dealul Mitropoliei, Bucharest 
 

 
 

The Astronomical Observatory "Vasile Urseanu" 

 The public observatory from Bucharest "Admiral Vasile Urseanu" is called after the 

name of the admiral who, in 1908, became the President of the Romanian Astronomical 

Society. One of the society goals was to establish a popular observatory which would serve to 

spread astronomy among citizens. 

 

The Astronomical Observatory has been rehabilitated 

through the Regional Operational Program 2007-2013, 

Priority Axis No 5 - Sustainable development and 

promotion of tourism. The project provided the 

execution of consolidation, restoration, protection and 

conservation of the monument in order to introduce it 

in the public and tourist circuit. 

 
Project details: 
*Implementation Period: October 2011-2015  
*Total value of the project: 11.10 million lei, out of which eligible value, 7.52 million lei and 
beneficiary's contribution: 3.58 million lei.  

* Contact: 21 Bd. Lascăr Catargiu, Bucharest 

More info:  https://muzeulbucurestiului.ro/observatorul-astronomic-vasile-urseanu.html 

https://muzeulbucurestiului.ro/observatorul-astronomic-vasile-urseanu.html


 

 
The Triumphal Arch 

 The Triumphal Arch, built between 1921 and 1922 after the project of architect Petre 
Antonescu, is a symbol of victory in World War I, symbolically linking Bucharest of the ancient 
Rome, the civilization which has imposed the arch as a symbol of victory. Similar to other 
Latin countries, Bucharest used the arch in Paris, commissioned by Napoleon, as a model. 

 
 For Romanians, the Arch means the symbol of 
uniting people who speaks the common  language, 
more than the victory in the World War I. On the 
west side of the monument lies the text: GLORY TO 
THOSE WHO THROUGH BRAVERY AND SACRIFICE 
THEIR BLOOD HAVE ACCOMPLISHED NATIONAL 
UNITY. 
 

 The Triumphal Arch was rehabilitated under the Regional Operational Program 2007 - 

2013, Priority Axis 5 - Sustainable development and tourism promotion. The project provided 

for execution of the consolidation, restoration, protection and conservation of historical 

monument in order to introduce it in the public and tourist circuit. 

Project details: 
*Implementation Period: October 2011 - December 2016  
*Total value of the project: 30.46 million lei from which eligible value of 22.52 million and 

beneficiary's contribution 2.06 million lei. 

More info:  https://ampt.ro/ro/monument/arcul-de-triumf-2 

 

The Folk Art Museum "Nicolae Minovici"  

 In the year of 1905, the building was erected 

on the outskirts of Bucharest, to become a 

genuine resting villa for the owner, Nicolae 

Minovici PhD, a leading exponent of the early 

twentieth century medicine. But in 1906 the 

destination is changing radically and becomes 

shelter for an extensive collection of 

ethnographic art, as well as the first museum in 

Bucharest, originally called the National Art 

Museum 'Nicolae Minovici, PhD.' 

https://ampt.ro/ro/monument/arcul-de-triumf-2


 

 

 The building placed on the Bucharest-Ploiesti Highway, near  with Pompiliu Street, is 

regarded as one of the outstanding architectural monuments for Neo-Romanian style. The 

owner's approach to gather objects of national art and imageries resulted in the villa project, 

today's folk art museum 'Nicolae Minovici'. 

 The Museum was rehabilitated by the Regional Operational Program 2007-2013, Priority 

Axis 5 - Sustainable development and promotion of tourism. The project provided for 

execution of consolidation, restoration and rehabilitation of the monument, seriously 

affected by the passage of time and in danger of decay. 

Project details: 
*Implementation Period: July 2011 - December 2015  
*Total value of the project: 14.99 million lei, of which eligible value 11.24 million lei, and 

beneficiary's contribution  3,46 mil lei. 

Contact:  1 Dr. Nicolae Minovici Street 

More info: https://muzeulbucurestiului.ro/muzeul-nicolae-minovici.html 

 

 "Filipescu-Cesianu" House  

 

 Near Victory Square, at the intersection of Calea 
Victoriei and Sevastopol Street, was the residence of 
Carlos Cesianu. The actual building is one of the few 
aristocratic residences of Bucharest from La Belle 
Epoque, remaining faithful to the initial project, from 
the period 1846-1850. In this residence lived several 
families from Romanian aristocracy, such as Iancu and 
Maria Ghica Filipescu. The architect Leonidas Nadar 

helped with extensions of the aristocratic residence. On this occasion the exterior 
decorations, imperial roof and the Park residence were developed. The residence is bordered 
by Sevastopol Street, a street that once wore the name of Filipescu, because it stretched 
along its properties.  
 The "Filipescu-Cesianu" House has been rehabilitated through the Regional operational 
programme 2007-2013, Priority Axis 5 - Sustainable Development and Promotion of Tourism. 
The project provided execution of consolidation, restoration, protection and conservation of 
the monument in order to introduce it in the tourist circuit. 
 
Project details: 
*Implementation Period: July 2011 - October 2015  
*Total value of the project: 8.58 million lei, of which eligible 5.9 million lei and beneficiary's 
contribution 2,65 million lei.  
Contact: 151 Calea Victoriei, Bucharest 
More info: https://muzeulbucurestiului.ro/casa-filipescu-cesianu.html 

https://muzeulbucurestiului.ro/muzeul-nicolae-minovici.html
https://muzeulbucurestiului.ro/casa-filipescu-cesianu.html


 

 

 "Tei-Plumbuita" Leisure Park  

 

 The theme of the park is "Enchanted Land". It 
imparts from the Romanian folklore characters, 
places, happenings and themed elements that 
make up a fairytale world that offers familiar 
elements for both children and adults, the latter 
having the opportunity to remember the 
childhood. The park is divided into 3 large areas by 
the two main alleys of the park, each with a 
homonymous route: The silver forest, The brazen 
forest, The realm of the Green King. 

  
 Within the project, a recreational structure was created by placing 7 amusement 
equipment in the Tei Park, namely: rollercoaster, house of horror, large wheel, chains, small 
wheel, carousel and electric cars, and 3 seats play for children (1 inflatable play area and 2 
playgrounds re-positioned). At the same time, a natural area of about 74.90 ha was allocated 
to the Tei Park for tourist purposes. 
 
Project details: 
*Implementation Period: September 2013 - July 2015  
*Total value of the project: 64.57 million lei, of which eligible 19.54 million lei  
Contact: : Tei Lake Boulevard, Bucharest 
More info: http://parcaventuratei.ro/  
 

http://parcaventuratei.ro/
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